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Synopsis

With prophetic timing, Pat Robertson takes a penetrating look at the reality and rhetoric of the coming new world order and the implications for people of faith. This New York Times bestseller gives a compelling assessment of the imminent dangers looming on the world’s horizon. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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Customer Reviews

Great book! I wish I had read it 20+ years ago when I first heard of it. Now that I've read it, I understand more about why we are seeing the budget battles going on in D.C., wars in the Middle East, and other international events. I see more clearly why many in our political sphere are working so hard to run up our national debt: to cause our nation’s financial collapse, weaken our military, and eventually overthrow our country. Furthermore, the book provides perspective on the relationship between (1) the driving force behind the anti-God, anti-America types who seek to disarm America and get us under the control of the U.N., and (2) the rise of the Antichrist. Any Christian seeking to understand how End-Time prophecies are being fulfilled in our day would benefit from reading this book.

Amazing that it was published in 1991 and so pertinent to what is happening today. Anyone reading this book will vote for Trump because he or she will see that everyone else is connected to the NWO through Goldman Sachs and other Wall Street entities.
I considered this a fascinating read, especially since it was published in 1991, and to see how the world and especially the U.S. has been "deceived" by the "self appointed" powers that be. Christians will clearly see the writing on the wall, whereas those who follow their own "humanism" theology will throw all the daggers and name calling, as seen in several reviews. The truth is rarely seen by "those" who set themselves on such high pedestals, but those who know the "Truth" will recognize it, and open their eyes to the deception which surrounds us. Robertson names names, connects dots, follows the money, and has an extensive bibliography and index for further reading, and to back up his words. Read the book, and don't be "put off" by those who "doth protest too much".

Pat Robertson's book, The New World Order, clarifies what has confounded too many people in America today. It details the influence of the Bildeberger Group, the Trilateral Commission, and the Council on Foreign Relations. It also tells about the private corporation that we call the Federal Reserve System. Basically, Pat tells how the world is progressing toward the One World government that is foretold in the Book of Revelations. In order for the world to come together into one government, we cannot have a constitutional republic in America guaranteeing our freedoms and combine that with the communism, fascism and socialism prevalent in the rest of the world. If the One World government is to operate, we would have to give up our freedoms. And we have, if you haven't noticed.

Not an easy read. I'll have to read it again. Highly detailed book, but the premise and information is worth considering. This information will open your eyes beyond the typical political understandings. Robertson gets into the money sources that may be seeking world political control and domination. He traces the threads into the 1800s and brings them up to the time the book was written. I used to think there were only liberals and conservatives. Now I see there could be more to politics. So much to learn.

Robertson writes about the coming 'antichrist'-figure: he will "recruit tens of thousands of willing servants," appear "not as an evil or sinister force, but as an enticing, loving, and powerful force," he would "pursuade men and women that his motives were just," and attract his followers with the promise that they could share his kingdom" (175). Isn't this what fundamentalist Christianity is about? Evangelizing the entire world into a theocracy? Or was this book written out of blatant fear and weakness? My read of this book is that the so-called "social gospel" that evangelized America in
the last 100 years or so has finally petered out, forced with the need to *change* to maintain its relevance or die. This book is a good example of a dying cry. Speaking as a Christian, do any of these "Christians" realize that when they point their finger at other religions for having the 'characteristics' of an antichrist, too often those that know better chuckle, knowing that the fundamentalists are making a parody of themselves? But then again, I don't have claim to have a connection to 'absolute truth.' Robertson does claim this throughout his 'book'...and too often his version of Christianity harks back to his definitions of "cult." Read it for a good laugh or to cry about the state that the beautiful tradition and religion we call "Christianity" has degenerated to.

Pat's attempt at dealing with this subject was very informative but I think he was reluctant to deal with certain inconvenient truths. Nevertheless I admire his braveness and faith.

This might be the best book any elitist, intolerant, bigot has ever written. It has it all. It tells you how to live, what to believe, and even what is wrong and right. It is my hope that this book will be in classrooms everywhere someday. Students should just burn all history and biology books and read this book over and over again until it has completely brainwashed them.
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